ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Most current stochastic models for the evolutionary nucleotide substitution process in DNA sequences assume that neighbouring sites evolve independently. This considerably simplifies calculations, since under this assumption, the likelihood is the product of individual site likelihoods. However, there is ample evidence that independence is violated (Karlin and Burge (1995) ), for example by the well-known methylationinduced rate increase of C to T (and G to A) substitutions in vertebrate CpG dinucleotides. The importance of neighbour dependencies in the substitution process has long been recognised, and several ways of modelling these dependencies have been proposed. For example, Siepel and Haussler (2003) show that a Markov chain along a pair of sequences fits sequence data substantially better than a series of independent pairwise nucleotide distributions (a "zeroth-order" Markov chain) do.
A natural model for context-dependent substitutions is one which assigns rates to every possible dinucleotide-todinucleotide substitution, which then apply to all overlapping neighbouring nucleotide pairs in a sequence. This model, referred to as the "dinucleotide model", is arguably the simplest possible general evolutionary model that takes neighbour dependencies into account, and captures (neighbour independent) dinucleotide substitutions as well. One of its essential features is that long-range dependencies between sites immediately arise, due to the possibility of overlapping hits. Because of this 'contagious dependence', this model is harder to analyse than independent-site models. Previous studies by Jensen and Pedersen (2000) and Arndt et al. (2003) used similar explicit evolutionary models, both in the nucleotide and codon contexts, and focussed primarily on the relation between the rate matrix and the equilibrium sequence distribution. As the equilibrium distribution contains only partial information on the substitution rates, this can be used only for estimation of sparsely parameterised models. For richer models it is necessary to have a method for calculating the likelihood of observing a pair of homologous sequences. Pedersen and Jensen (2001) developed an MCMC approach for a codon model with neighbour dependencies to estimate this likelihood. Their method involves no approximations, but does require potentially long sampling runs for reliable likelihood estimates, making it less suitable for parameter inference. Another method was introduced by Whelan and Goldman (2004) , who use a 'mean field' approach to recover site independence, and use this to infer dinucleotide substitution rates in a codon model. von Haeseler and Schöninger (1998) use a reversible model based on observed nucleotide (or amino acid) doublet frequencies, and estimate the expected number of mutations as a function of Hamming distance using MCMC. The recent paper by Siepel and Haussler (2004) is perhaps closest in its aims to the present paper. They use a Markov model on a phylogenetic tree, parameterized by a dinucleotide rate matrix and an independent-site equilibrium sequence distribution, and estimate substitution parameters using an EM procedure.
In this paper we present a fast, analytic method for calculating the joint likelihood of observing two homologous sequences evolving under the dinucleotide model. This makes it possible to infer parameter, either by maximum likelihood, or in a Bayesian fashion. Our approach has the advantage of using an explicit evolutionary ("process-based") model, and takes into account the equilibrium sequence distribution as a function of the substitution rate parameters. We demonstrate the method by estimating substitution rates and confidence intervals on noncoding human-mouse data. The algorithms involve some approximations, and we show by experiments on synthetic data that mutation rates can be faithfully recovered, using a Bayesian MCMC sampling approach, in the parameter range corresponding to that of human-mouse data.
In contrast to most stochastic models used in evolutionary biology, the proposed model is naturally irreversible. Reversible models enjoy technical advantages, for instance, they have roughly half as many parameters as irreversible models, and have symmetry properties that are helpful for deriving properties of such models, and in practical computations. For example, Felsenstein (1981) coined the Pulley Principle, which states that the likelihood of sequences evolving according to a reversible substitution model on a phylogenetic tree is independent of the position of the root, so that root placement is only possible using an outgroup as reference. However, there is no a-priori reason to assume reversibility, since many biological processes have a distinct direction in time, and this is certainly true for evolutionary processes. The possibility of rooting trees under irreversibile models of substitution was noted before, see e.g. Yang (1994) , but for single nucleotide models the signal seems to be weak, especially in non-coding DNA (data not shown). The proposed dinucleotide model incorporates the profoundly directional CpG effect, making the model strongly irreversible, and we show that it is possible to infer root positions, even for just two sequences.
The paper is organized as follows. First we introduce the model, and discuss some of its properties. We then use Bayesian MCMC sampling to infer the model parameters. First, the method is validated by inferring parameters from synthetic data. The same procedure is then used on two sets of 100 kb non-coding human-mouse aligned sequence data from human chromosomes 21 and 10. A discussion concludes the paper. Finally, in the Appendix we formally define the proposed model, and derive the algorithms for computing the equilibrium distribution, the sequence-to-sequence likelihood, and the likelihood that two sequences have evolved from an unknown common ancestor.
THE DINUCLEOTIDE SUBSTITUTION MODEL
We now introduce the 'dinucleotide model', a continuoustime Markov model for nucleotide substitutions. The parameters of the model are given by a 3 5 4 7 6 8 3 5 4 r ate matrix , whose rows and columns are labelled by the 16 possible nucleotide pairs, so that the matrix describes mutation rates from any nucleotide pair to any other. These rates apply to each of the 9 A @ B 3 p airs of neighbouring nucleotides in a sequence of length 9 simultaneously (see Fig. 1 coefficients of ) and the reversibility of £ is more complicated than for independent-nucleotide models, as it involves this equilibrium sequence distribution. Even for a reversible (on length-2 sequences), the total matrix £ is in general irreversible. For example, may specify detailed balance for CG B TG state transitions if confined to length-2 sequences, but state transitions of longer sequences that involve mutations overlapping the C or G residue may disrupt detailed balance by creating additional CG dinucleotides, leading to cycles in the equilibrium flow graph (see Fig. 2 ).
The matrix £ is far too big to use explicitly. It turns out that it is possible to compute
, the probability that sequence
, without computing the matrix exponential explicitly, through a dynamic programming recursion that uses the structure of £ . Exact results still involve large matrices, and approximations are necessary. Our approximation consists of ignoring all terms related to multiple substitutions involving C o r more consecutive nucleotides. Such events comprise at least I independent 'overlapping' substitutions, so that the leading error term is cubic in the divergence time and mutation rate. To validate the approximation in the parameter range of interest, we do parameter inference on synthetic data.
EVALUATION AND RESULTS
For the substitution model, we used only a subset of the 
units from the "mouse" sequence. Neutrally evolving aligned human-mouse sequence data was prepared from BlastZ-aligned data (ftp://genome.ucsc.edu/-goldenPath/10april2003/vsMm3/axtBest/). We applied a simple but stringent syntheny filter to remove any spurious hits, then removed alignments that overlapped with genes (including introns and regulatory elements), that included repeats (both transposons and tandem repeats), or for which the DUST program (cutoff 16) annotated part of the alignment as a low entropy region. We further removed CpG islands (defined as 250 bp windows containing in excess of 7.5% CpGs, including their 125 bp shoulders; this removed 1.0% of sequence). The remaining data was cut up into individual ungapped alignments. Since there is evidence that sequences shorter than about 3 P nucleotides cannot always be aligned correctly (data not shown), we trimmed the alignments by removing the leading and trailing 
Results
Parameter estimation was done by Bayesian MCMC sampling running for
iterations, using flat priors for all parameters. Estimated sample sizes were good at
for the log likelihood, and typically r espectively. Fig. 4b plots the posterior densities for both chromosomes. Fig. 5 gives a reparametrised view of the rate estimates, obtained by separating out the neighbour-independent and neighbour-dependent substitution rates. For the synthetic data, the latter are theoretically zero, but since rates are nonnegative, they have a non-Gaussian distribution with nonzero mean. We used this parametrisation to test neighbour dependence, by using synthetic data to estimate cutoff values for the neighbour independent rates relative to their empirical standard deviation. A cutoff of P Y P empirical standard deviations was found to correspond to a X W Q ¢ confidence level. As expected, the hypothesis of neighbour independence can be rejected for the CGc TG substitution, and indeed for many more.
Discussion
We have introduced a context-dependent substitution model, that enables direct estimates of neighbour-dependent and dinucleotide substitution rates. The model is furthermore time-irreversible, which allows root placement in the absence of an outgroup.
We found strong CG fold increase (Sved and Bird (1990) ¢ . This twofold difference may be partly explained by a different balance of ordinary vs. CpG mutations in primates compared to rodents. In concordance with this hypothesis, we find a lower incidence of CpGs in our human chromosome 21 dataset compared to mouse, although in chromosome 10, the proportions are similar.
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.11 .14 G .14 . The inferred relative contribution of dinucleotide substitutions to the overall per-site substitution rate of about 4 ¢ in presumably neutrally evolving human-mouse DNA is in broad agreement to a study by Averof et al. (2000) , who reported a figure equivalent to C ¢ . However, Smith et al. (2003) convincingly argued that this estimate could be upwardly biased by rate variation along the genome, an effect we did not include, but is known to be important. A partial filtering for such rate variation resulted in a twofold reduction in the dinucleotide rate estimates (data not shown), suggesting that the figure of 4 ¢ is an overestimate. The inferred root position is almost halfway the human and mouse tips. This is surprising since the mouse lineage has attracted about twice as many point mutations as the human lineage since divergence (E. S. Lander et al. (2002) ). Since the root inference is based solely on the irreversible signal in the data, one possible explanation is that the mutation processes in mouse and human are not identical, even after scaling, but are a combination of an evolutionarily relatively constant irreversible process and a scaled reversible process reponsible for the majority of observed mutations. This hypothesis can be tested by inferring substitution rates on both lineages independently, using ancestral repeats.
The dinucleotide model will hopefully contribute to more precise phylogenetic estimates, by the ability of root inference, and its more accurate modelling of the neutral substitution process. We also intend to use it for a more accurate estimate of the proportion of the human genome under purifying selection, which is currently estimated at b ¢ (E. S. Lander et al. (2002) ). Finally, it may find application in the evolutionary modelling of RNA base stacking, where context dependencies are known to be important.
APPENDIX

Formal definition of the model
To describe the model more formally, we introduce some notation. Let 
Stationary sequence distribution
The dinucleotide substitution model introduces dependencies between neighbouring sites, and the stationary sequence distribution Q S RI V U n o longer factorises into a product of singlenucleotide distributions as in the independent-site model. For a certain class of reversible dinucleotide substitution models, the stationary distribution is of Gibbs form (see Pedersen and Jensen (2001) ). It can be shown that this implies a (first order) Markov structure for the stationary distribution, that is,
In the general, non-reversible case, numerical experiments seem to indicate that this Markov property breaks down, even though the rate matrix involves only pairwise interactions. It is unclear whether this is a result of the irreversibility of the process, or whether reversibility and having a Markovian stationary distribution are orthogonal features. At any rate, there seems to be no simple expression for the stationary distribution, and we have to resort to a numerical approximation. The matrix 
This approximation is known as the "3 -cluster approximation" in the physics literature (see Arndt et al. (2003) ; ben Avraham and Köhler (1992) ). We can now include edge effects by having the rate matrix act on . We may expand the matrix exponential in a Taylor series,
Many of the terms in the expression , a product of two commuting factors. In this way, a term can be written uniquely as a product of commuting factors, which themselves are overlapping. We define the length of an overlapping factor to be the number of sites it affects; e.g. the length of ¦ ¦ is I as it affects sites t hrough I . Now if a pair of neighbouring sites has never experienced a substitution involving both nucleotides simultaneously, the evolutionary histories of the left and right sequence parts become independent, and the likelihood factorises into a product. If we expand the full likelihood in terms of the first position (counted from the right) where such a 'break' in the dependency structure occurred, we obtain a dynamic programming recursion.
Mathematically, we factorise the terms of (6) into commuting factors. Consider all terms that contain in their factorisation an overlapping factor 
where the binomial coefficients each, then from (7) if follows that 
5
. Fortunately, the matrix entries tend to Q exponentially fast, and a good approximation can be obtained with a few terms. In the implementation, we used the Padé algorithm to compute the matrix exponentials of the non-symmetric matrices, see Moler and van Loan (2003) .
Evolution from a common ancestor
The algorithm developed above computes the likelihood that one sequence evolves into another. Most often however, we are interested in the likelihood . To do this, we compute the exponential of the matrix £ for both branches of the tree using ideas of the previous section, and derive a recursion similar to Felsenstein's reverse traversal algorithm to sum over the ancestral nucleotide distribution. In contrast to Felsenstein's algorithm we cannot immediately carry out this summation, since the equilibrium nucleotide distribution has dependencies along the sequence. Instead, we compute the likelihood conditional on the last few ancestral nucleotide positions, and sum over the ancestral distribution conditional on these. This method can be extended to arbitrary trees, but for simplicity we only give the recursion for the case of a two-leaved tree. Also, we truncate the formulas for the approximation up to the third term, and we use the I -cluster approximation for the equilibrium distribution. These three-site approximations turn out to be sufficient for our application.
The recursion is, again, conditioned on the shortest sequence suffix that is independent of its prefix, but we now require this independence to hold on both branches simultaneously. Let 
The R -factors represent the probabilities of the events that yield the required dependencies on the two branches, and can be computed by a procedure similar to that used in Sec. :
